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Abstract

Component frameworks have been receiving continuous
attention in the last decade. Dynamic component-based
composition plays central role in the area of reflective soft-
ware where the structure of the application and the sup-
porting middleware can be changed during the execution
to adapt the software to environmental changes. Selection,
instantiation and wiring of the components are generally
the tasks of “reconfiguration managers” that are able to in-
terpret context changes and to create the appropriate com-
ponent network. This centralized approach is not satisfac-
tory for more complex systems because the reconfiguration
managers must be aware of all the relevant context combi-
nations and the relationships to component configurations.
Even in hierarchical component networks the complexity of
reconfiguration managers could quickly get out of control
as the number of components and context states grow.

This paper proposes a more distributed approach for
dynamic, hierarchical component composition where com-
ponents themselves influence component instantiation and
wiring. The proposal is based on an analogy with biological
cell transfer processes. The paper presents this approach
and demonstrates its use on a Fractal-based demo imple-
mentation motivated by a mobile application use case.

1. Introduction

Systems that change their architectures dynamically
emerged during the analysis of many domains. Reflec-
tive middleware [2],[7] identified the need for such sys-
tems for middleware serving applications in dynamically
changing environments. It was pointed out that dynamic
architectures can be efficiently used for self-healing/self-
management systems [4]. The relationship between reflec-
tive systems and self-healing systems was analyzed in [6].
One main objective of IBM’s Autonomic Computing initia-
tive 1 is the following: “An autonomic computing system

1http://www.research.ibm.com/autonomic/

must configure and reconfigure itself under varying (and in
the future, even unpredictable) conditions.” All these prob-
lem statements lead to dynamic architectures.

Today the research scene is dominated by dedicated
reconfiguration managers that listen to context changes
and adapt the target software configuration accordingly
[3],[4],[5],[8]. The event-conditions-action pattern is fre-
quently used and the action part is often described by some
script that reconfigures the component network. [15]. Some
approaches allow for the fine-tuning of the rule-set by learn-
ing [9] but the rule-set is still enforced by the dedicated con-
figuration manager.

The vision of the Dynacomp framework presented in
this paper is an architecture that automatically rearranges
the components according to component constraints when
a component instance is inserted, removed or its constraints
are changed. There is no specialized reconfiguration man-
ager, the introduction of a component into the component
network is enough in itself to trigger reconfiguration. Simi-
lar systems have already been presented, e.g. [11] and Ser-
vice Binder [13]. These systems, however, are able to work
in non-hierarchical component frameworks only and in Ser-
vice Binder ambiguity resolution is inadequate.

The Dynacomp framework overcomes these limitations.
Dynacomp differs from Service Binder in the following fun-
damental ways:

• Richer meta-information attached to components that
allows them to influence the reconnection process
more precisely.

• Ability to work in component hierarchies.

Dynacomp components can also be compared to
classpects [14] of the aspect-oriented world. Like
classpects, Dynacomp components are self-contained be-
cause the functionality of the components and the way the
component changes its environment are combined into one
unit. The fact that component frameworks may be used
to implement aspect-like behavior has already been pointed
out in [16].

Dynacomp’s support of hierarchical component archi-
tectures is important because the number of connections
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is lower in component hierarchies therefore the automatic
connection can finish faster (see appendix for discussion).

Dynacomp was inspired in many ways by the internal
processes of a biological organism. Similarly to biological
organisms, components are arranged hierarchically. Com-
ponents can be created and destroyed continuously while
components can reach the location where they are eventu-
ally used by means of transfer processes. Unlike in bio-
logical organisms, component transfer in Dynacomp serves
mainly the purpose of architectural reconfiguration, while
data transfer is accomplished by the usual mechanism (e.g.
method calls). Dynacomp’s component transfer also dif-
fers from data-driven approaches e.g. architectures based
on Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) [10] the principles
of which are very similar to those of Dynacomp. CHAM,
however, uses its “molecule” and “transfer process” abstrac-
tions to describe computations, while in Dynacomp these
abstractions are used solely for component network adap-
tation purposes. Applying biological principles to the self-
healing problem was already discussed in [18] although the
architecture presented in the paper is still based on dedi-
cated reconfiguration managers.

2. The dynamic composition framework

Dynacomp is built on top of the Fractal framework [1].
The Dynacomp framework uses two types of components
that extend Fractal’s composite and primitive component
types. Additionally to Fractal’s features the following func-
tionalities are provided by Dynacomp component types.

Dynacomp primitive components are able to expose their
constraints to be used for dynamic composition.

Dynacomp composite componentsare able to rearrange
other components contained in the composite com-
ponent and to participate in transferring components
into and out of the composite component. The collec-
tion of components managed by Dynacomp composite
component is also called thedomainof the composite
component, while the composite component contain-
ing other component is referred to as thecontainerof
the components it contains. Composite components
are able to expose their constraints in the same way as
primitive components do.

As described previously, containers arrange components
in their domain according to constraints. The constraints are
provided by individual component instances thus compo-
nent instances control the reconnection procedure directly
by means of these constraints. In a border-line case express-
ing constraints needs a programmatic approach with full ac-
cess to the component to be connected. However, a much
simpler declarative approach was chosen which was found

Figure 1. Bidirectional interfaces

to be satisfactory during the case study implementation.
This declarative approach adds further meta-information to
the - quite limited - meta-information already available in
the Fractal framework. The following meta-information is
proposed by this paper:

Interface name Each interface is named and only inter-
faces with the same name can be connected. The in-
terface name convention comes directly from Fractal.

Interface direction Beside Fractal’s client (outgoing) and
server (incoming) interfaces, the dynamic composition
framework introduces the bidirectional interface type.
A component exposing bidirectional interface has one
client and one server interface with logically the same
name (due to a Fractal restriction, the real names can
not be identical). One bidirectional interface can be
connected only to another bidirectional interface. The
bidirectional interface is connected at a random direc-
tion, e.g. the client interface of the first component
will be connected to the server interface of the second
component. The server interface on the first compo-
nent and the client interface of the second component
will be left unconnected (see figure 2). Bidirectional
interfaces are able to express the statement that cer-
tain component instances of same type have to be con-
nected with each other. Without the notion of a bidirec-
tional interface, this statement would create loop in the
connection graph hence the component network could
not be started.

Interface multiplicity Fractal differentiates between the
singleton and collection cardinality. Automatic com-
position needs more precise description of allowed in-
terface connections. Dynacomp adopts the cardinality
description of Service Binder [13]. The cardinality of
the interface (both client and server) can be one, one
or more, zero or one, zero or more connections. Cardi-
nality can be specified for both client and server inter-
faces.

Interface priority Priority is assigned to all component in-
terfaces. Priority determines which component inter-
face to select for connection in case there are multi-
ple component interfaces satisfying the search crite-
ria. The priorities of the interfaces to be connected are
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added and the interface pair with the largest sum is se-
lected for connection.

Component and interface properties Similarly to Ser-
vice Binder, it is possible to narrow component in-
stance candidates by means of matching component
instance or interface properties. According to the
OSGi2 service property convention, Service Binder al-
lows properties to be assigned to individual interfaces
of the component. Dynacomp assigns properties pri-
marily to components. Those properties can be over-
ridden by properties assigned to interfaces. The prop-
erties are matched according to a very simple pattern
language. This language is able to describe that the
other component must have a certain property with a
certain value (mandatory property). It can also show
that the other component may have a certain property
in which case the value must be the same as the value
of the component to match (optional property). Fi-
nally the kanguage can describe that the other com-
ponent is not allowed to have a certain property with
certain value (forbidden property). This pattern lan-
guage is significantly simpler than OSGi’s LDAP filter
although the optional property feature cannot be ex-
pressed with the LDAP filter mechanism. The need
for the optional property feature emerged during the
case study implementations. A more advanced con-
straint language was presented in [11]. The constraint
language is a footprint-complexity tradeoff. A more
complex constraint language is favorable but it means
more memory and longer reconnection time. The fea-
tures of Dynacomp’s simple constraint language were
found to be enough for the prototypes.

Superproperties Components can have superproperties
that determine which container this component can be
placed into. The component can be imported into the
container only if its superproperties match the proper-
ties of the container. The matching rules are identical
to those of component and interface properties.

Export and import lists Containers can have export and
import lists controlling which components can leave
the domain of this container and which components
can be moved into this container. CHAM [10] has sim-
ilar mechanism but CHAM applies it to data items in-
stead of components. The export and import list con-
tain interface names. If an unconnected component has
an interface with the name on the export or import list,
it can be exported to the higher (enclosing) domain or
a component from the higher domain can be imported
into this domain. The import happens only if the su-

2Open Service Gateway Initiative, http://www.osgi.org

perpropeties of the component match the properties of
the domain.

Timeout Unconnected components “expire” after a time-
out and are removed from the storage by the frame-
work.

Creation time The framework places a timestamp on com-
ponents when created. This timestamp can be used to
implement a conflict resolution logic based on com-
ponent age, e.g. if a component detects that it is in
conflict with some other component in the domain, the
surviving component is the younger one.

Creation list Each component has an assigned a creation
list which is a list of component names. The list may
also contain labels. The creation list can be consid-
ered as a scenario about how the domain should be
rearranged by inserting a set of components into the
domain. When a certain event occurs, the event han-
dler can look up a certain label in the creation list and
create all the components on the list from this label
up to the next label. This activity can be carried out
by the component itself (using its own creation list) or
by components specializing on processing the creation
lists of other components.

While interface name, direction, multiplicity and prior-
ity are uniform for each component of the same type, other
meta-information can be set per component instance.

When a component is inserted into the domain of the
container, the domain is rearranged. Components are
stopped, connected according to their constraints, the con-
nected components are started in dependency order and the
unconnected components are placed into the storage of the
domain. Components in the storage may be exported into
higher domain, imported into the domain of a container
in this domain or deleted if the unconnected component’s
timeout has expired. The exact algorithm is described be-
low. For the purpose of this description the set of com-
ponents already existing in the system is denoted asC.
The component to insert is denoted asci and the com-
ponent whose domain it is inserted into is marked ascp.
The set of components in the domain ofc are denoted as
child(c) and the container in whichc resides is denoted
as parent(c). parent(c) is theoretically a set but Dyna-
comp does not support the Fractal feature that one compo-
nent can be part of multiple domains. In the Dynacomp
model| parent(c) |≡ 1 for anyc ∈ C.

• The reconnection procedure gets an identification
number. This reconnection ID must be unique (suc-
cessive reconnection passes must have different IDs)
so that each container can recognize whether it was
visited by this reconnection pass.
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• ci is added as a subcomponent ofcp at Fractal level.

• Every c | c ∈ child(cp) are stopped and components
are disconnected.

• The components in the domain ofcp (including those
in the storage) are reconnected. When connecting
interfaces, the framework considers interface names,
properties, direction and multiplicity. Note that in or-
der to minimize reconnection time, the algorithm is
greedy: it connects interfaces with the highest prior-
ity and does not consider whether more components
could be eventually connected with non-greedy strat-
egy. After the connection pass, components are con-
sidered to beresolvedwhen each mandatory interface
of the component is connected. Unresolved compo-
nents are put into the storage.

• The storage is propagated downward, toward the com-
posite subcomponents ofcp. Each composite subcom-
ponent is examined whether it is able to import any
component in the storage (any component in the stor-
age has an interface the name of which is in the im-
port list of the composite subcomponent) and whether
the superproperties of the components in the storage
match those of the composite subcomponent. If it
is found that any component can be imported into a
composite subcomponent, that subcomponent is recon-
nected after the import. As a side-effect, the composite
subcomponent may become resolved which requires
another reconnection pass in the domain ofcp.

• The components in the storage are checked for time-
out. When a component enters the storage, its base
time for timeout is set. This base time is used for the
calculation of timeout. If the timeout of the component
expires, the framework removes the component.

• If any composite subcomponent becomes resolved, the
components are disconnected again and another iter-
ation occurs. Note that this may be an endless loop.
This is considered to be the programmer’s fault who
is expected to create component networks that can be
resolved by this algorithm.

• All the components in the domain ofcp are started
in dependency order. Simple ASAP schedule [17] is
calculated and components with lower ASAP time are
started first. During this process composite subcom-
ponents are started recursively - when the composite
subcomponent is started, every subcomponent in its
domain is started as well.

• The component network may change when the compo-
nents are started. For example the startFc() method of

some component may delete itself or some other com-
ponent, hence connected components may become un-
resolved. If any component becomes unresolved dur-
ing the start of the component network, the whole re-
connection procedure restarts.

• Components still in the storage are propagated up to
parent(cp). This process is controlled by the export
list of cp, the superproperties ofparent(cp) and the
properties of the component to export. If the export is
successful, the exported component is removed from
the domain ofcp and is placed into the domain of
parent(cp) which is then reconnected. By using the
reconnection ID the framework guarantees that the ex-
ported component will not be reimported into the do-
main of cp during this reconnection pass even if this
reimport were possible. This prevents “playing ping-
pong” with a component between a parent and a child
container.

It must be noted that the optimization criteria of the algo-
rithm only approximates the optimal global component ar-
rangement. Greedy connection algorithm connects as many
components as it can to high-priority interfaces. If a com-
ponent can be connected in a domain, the framework will
never try to connect this component in another domain even
though the component could be exported or imported into
that domain and the priority sum in that other domain could
be higher. Component developers must be aware of this fact
and use the component meta-information to create the con-
nections they want.

3. Case study: the Java2D demo

The dynamic composition will be demonstrated on the
familiar Java2D demo application. Java2D is a Swing ap-
plication shipped with every Sun Java Development Kit as
example program for demoing the graphical capabilities of
the standard Java 2D API. Java2D demo and the underlying
Java 2D API are implemented entirely in Java and the highly
dynamic demo puts a significant load onto the garbage col-
lector. The memory needed on the heap is not simply the
sum of the sizes of live objects but several times more mem-
ory is needed in order to achieve realistic performance [12].
Our motivation is to componentize Java2D so that users can
instantiate only the services they actually need. Unused ser-
vices will not be instantiated thus memory can be saved.
I will show several cases of component instantiation and
reconnection occuring in the refactored Java2D to demon-
strate how dynamic composition enables this vision.

The first interaction allows the user to add demos to the
demo set he is able to use (figure 2). Demos are grouped
into demo groups and one demo group is rendered on one
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Figure 2. Creating demo groups

tab. Java2D core application (main frame and intro) is rep-
resented by one instance ofjava2d component. First the
demo group is created. One demo group is represented
by one compositeDemoGroupContainer. This compos-
ite component contains one demo group component in-
stance (DemoGroupArcsCurvesin our case) and zero or
more demo component instances. First theDemoGroup-
ContainerandDemoGroupArcsCurvesare created into the
domain wherejava2d is. There is a superproperty for
the demo group and a property for the container. (de-
mogroup=arcscurves). This means that the demo group can
only be placed into a container with the same demogroup
property. After the two components are created, reconnec-
tion starts. None of the components can be connected be-
cause the internal interfaces of the container are not con-
nected and the demo group superproperty does not match
the properties ofjava2d’sparent. As a result both are placed
into the storage. The container, however can import compo-
nents withdemosinterface so the demo group is imported
into the container and the container is reconnected. This
time the connection succeeds, the mandatory internal inter-
faces of the container are connected, and the container gets
resolved. This, in turn, triggers reconnection atjava2d’s
level: java2dand the container get connected over theirde-
mosinterfaces. When the components are restarted,java2d

Figure 3. Deleting individual demo compo-
nents

checks the connection vector of itsdemosclient interface
and if a newdemosconnection is detected,java2dqueries
the name of the group, creates the tab and adds the AWT
container created by the demo group component to the tab.

Demo components are placed into demo groups in a sim-
ilar way. However, the interaction taking place when a
demo component is removed from the group is interest-
ing. (figure 3). In this casejava2d creates an instance of
DemoItemDestructorcomponent into its domain. Then it
sets its properties in such a way that the destructor compo-
nent will be imported into theDemoGroupContainercon-
taining the demo component and will be connected only
to the demo component to be removed (demogroup and
demoitem properties are used to select first the container
then the demo component). The priority of the destruc-
tor’s demoiteminterface is increased so if the destructor is
propagated into the domain of the demo component, it will
“steal” the demo component from the demo group compo-
nent. When the components are restarted, the destructor de-
stroys both the demo component and itself, which triggers
reconnection. The effect is that the demo component ceases
to exist.

A feature of demo groups is that they are able to ren-
der demos either in a grid on the same surface or indi-
vidually on tabs of a tabbed pane. When Java2D was
componentized, this functionality was refactored by means
of inserting aDemoGroupTabbedPanecomponent instance
between the demo group and the demo components (fig-
ure 4). DemoGroupTabbedPanehas both client and server
demoiteminterfaces3 with higher priorities than either the
demo group or the demo components. This means that after
reconnection the demo group client interface will be con-

3Fractal does not allow components to have interfaces with the same
name. Dynacomp provides name mangling to create logically same names.
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Figure 4. Switching between grid and tabbed
view

nected toDemoGroupTabbedPane’s server interface and all
the demo components will be connected toDemoGroupT-
abbedPane’s client interface. This allowsDemoGroupT-
abbedPaneto display and hide demo components using the
tabbed pane. Switching back to grid view just requires the
destruction of theDemoGroupTabbedPanecomponent then
the reconnection of the domain because these steps will con-
nect the demo components to their demo group. This is
accomplished by creating anotherDemoGroupTabbedPane.
The DemoGroupTabbedPanehas an optional bidirectional
markerinterface. If there is oneDemoGroupTabbedPanein
the domain, themarker interface is unconnected. If, how-
ever, there is anotherDemoGroupTabbedPane, themarker
interfaces are connected. WhenDemoGroupTabbedPaneis
started and discovers that there is another component con-
nected to itsmarker interface, it destroys both that com-
ponent and itself. After reconnection,DemoGroupTabbed-
Panes are gone and demos are connected back to their demo
group.

Java2D has a performance monitor feature. The demos
measure their own performance (e.g frame per second) and
send this data to the performance monitor which displays
the performance data. Enabling and disabling the perfor-
mance monitor is done by replacing a dummy implementa-
tion (that has only stub code and does not display anything)

Figure 5. Activating performance monitor

with the real implementation and vice versa. Originally the
MissingPerformanceMonitorcomponent (the dummy im-
plementation) is instantiated and connected. When the user
enables the performance monitor, an instance ofPerfor-
manceMonitoris created. The two performance monitors
sense each other’s presence by means of amarker inter-
face, similarly asDemoGroupTabbedPaneinstances did in
the previous scenario. In this case, however, the compo-
nent checks the creation time of the component connected
through themarker interface. The creation time is main-
tained by the component framework. The component de-
stroys either itself or the other component depending on
which one is the older. The components are reconnected
and the newly created performance monitor becomes oper-
ational.

In order to demonstrate the power of dynamic composi-
tion in hierarchical component structures, a new feature was
added to Java2D. This feature allows for moving the current
demo group tab to another Java2D main frame. This is re-
alized by instantiating anotherjava2din a different domain
(figure 6). having a differentappcontainerproperty. The
export and import filters are set up in such a way that un-
connected demo group containers are moved into this sec-
ond domain and get connected with the secondjava2d in-
stance. To do this, it is enough to modify theappcontainer
superproperty of the container component holding all the
components of a demo group (demo group and demo com-
ponents) and request reconnection. By the time the compo-
nent network is started, the entire demo group component
set is moved into the second domain and is connected to the
secondjava2dinstance.
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Figure 6. Moving component groups in hier-
archy

4. Implementation and results

Dynacomp was implemented on top of Fractal 2.0-3
specification using the Julia 2.1 implementation. Standard
1.4.2 version of the JRE was used for benchmark measure-
ments on an operating system based on Linux 2.4.20 kernel.
The test machine was a 600MHz Intel Pentium II machine
equipped with 256MByte RAM. The prototype imple-
mentation can be downloaded from http://javasite.bme.hu/
∼paller/ common/ dynacomp.tar.gz.

The Dynacomp framework implementation uses Julia’s
mixin-based controller architecture thus it depends on the
Julia implementation. Components are described in XML
file format which is not based on Fractal ADL. In Dyna-
comp, several functionalities of Fractal ADL (e.g. interface
connections) are handled by the components themselves.
In addition, components have more meta-information com-
pared to Fractal. It seemed simpler to devise a separate for-
mat for the purpose of prototype implementation. This was,
however, a convenience decision not based on deeper con-
siderations regarding the Fractal ADL.

The Java2D demo needed a serious amount of refactor-
ing because the original software was quite monolithic - for
example many objects were connected through object static
fields. Two relatively minor features from the original soft-
ware (cloning and printing) were left out of the Dynacomp
version which in turn has two additional features (second

Demo Orig (kB) DC (kB) DCall (kB)

Arcs&Curves 6135 3675 7305
Clipping 6081 4130 7302
Colors 6339 3904 7617

Composite 6309 4149 7854

Table 1. RAM footprint of individual demos

main frame and remote monitoring).
The total class file size of Java2D’s original version is

387964 bytes, the size of the Dynacomp version is 376769
bytes. The sizes are comparable, despite that the Dynacomp
version contains code for component binding and dynamic
connection handling. The Dynacomp framework (includ-
ing Fractal API and Julia) is 458825 bytes (397729 bytes
from Fractal API+Julia and 61096 bytes from the dynamic
reconnection facility) but the framework code can be shared
by multiple applications. Note that Julia is the Fractal ref-
erence implementation optimized for flexibility rather than
class file size footprint.

The Dynacomp version of Java2D can run with less
RAM because features can be switched off selectively, and
the user “pays” only for the features he uses. Java2D is
written in such a way that its RAM footprint depends on
the active demo tab. In table 1 the RAM footprint of se-
lected demos are shown. In the case of the original ver-
sion, the entire application is loaded into the memory (Orig
column). The DC column shows the case when only the
selected demo group, its demos and the memory monitor
feature were activated in the Dynacomp version. The DCall
column shows the scenario when all the demo groups, de-
mos, controls and monitors are activated in the Dynacomp
version. Differences between the Orig and DCall columns
relate to the memory footprint of the Dynacomp framework.

The total size of active objects is shown in the table made
by Java2D’s own memory monitor based on the freeMem-
ory() and totalMemory() methods of the java. lang. Run-
time class thus the size of allocated objects (active plus
waiting for garbage collection) are shown. As the mem-
ory usage fluctuates with the characteristic “saw tooth” pat-
tern of garbage-collected systems, the maximum size is pre-
sented.

The numbers demonstrate that it is indeed possible to
save memory by loading only features the user uses. It also
confirms the belief that the flexibility of the Julia imple-
mentation comes with significant footprint cost. Note that
although every effort was made to keep the original and
refactored Java2D implementations semantically identical,
there were high amount of code changes which may also be
responsible for some memory footprint differences.

Table 2 shows the time needed for certain reconfigura-
tion tasks. This is the time needed for the entire recompo-
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Activity Time (msec)

Inserting an empty demo group as first
demo group

361

Inserting a demo into an empty demo
group

736

Inserting a demo as the 4th demo in the
group

471

Inserting 4 demo groups with a total of 16
demos

6007

Switching from grid to tabbed view 418
Switching from tabbed to grid view 497

Table 2. Recomposition time in different sce-
narios

sition process including component stopping, reconfigura-
tion, component creation, component startup, etc. thus it
measures well the “blackout period”, the time when the ap-
plication is not available due to recomposition.

The measurements show that the dynamic recomposition
in a hierarchical arrangement is able to provide low black-
out times for end-user applications. The blackout effect ex-
ists, however, and may be a serious obstacle in some high-
availability applications.

5. Conclusions

Dynamic adaptation of the application and middleware
architectures is a promising approach to handle changing
environmental conditions. Component models provide an
attractive solution to the adaptation problem. In order to re-
alize the adaptation by means of the components, the com-
ponent framework must be able to react to the environmen-
tal changes and to establish a new component network by
reconnecting components, creating new components and re-
moving old components.

Former approaches used centralized reconfiguration
managers, which are hard to analyze and extend. This pa-
per proposes a more distributed approach when a general
reconfiguration manager is able to do the adaptation based
on the meta-information exposed by the components and
own component manipulation activities of the components’
code. The components themselves can also participate in
the manipulation of the component network. This results in
a similar adaptation logic found in biological systems where
injecting new components is enough to change the behav-
ior of the system. The approach is related to autonomous
computing, self-healing systems and reflective middleware
initiatives.

An implementation of the idea was presented. The pro-
totype was built on the top of the Fractal framework. Many

ideas were taken from earlier Service Binder work. This
paper extends the meta-information presented in Sevice
Binder and its reconnection algorithm. The resulting frame-
work is able to provide automatic reconnection in compo-
nent hierarchies.

The analysis of the prototype proved that it is indeed
possible to save memory by componentizing the applica-
tion and instantiating only the components the user actu-
ally uses. The blackout time (reconfiguration time when the
application is not available) was found to be low in gen-
eral cases. The Julia implementation of the Fractal API was
found quite memory-intensive.

Minimizing the blackout time, the memory footprint and
addressing security issues are attractive research directions
for the future.
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Appendix

One can feel intuitively that the number of connections
consequently the execution time of the reconnection algo-
rithm can be decreased if components are arranged hierar-
chically instead of a “flat” configuration. In this section an
approximation of the exact solution is presented.

The execution time of the reconnection algorithm will be
approximated by the number of connections among compo-
nents. The number of connections depends on components
in the component network. For example it can occur that
no connection can be made among the components. For
this reason the worst-case scenario, when every component
can be connected to every other component unidirection-
ally, will be considered. This means that if two compo-
nents are connected in one direction, they will not be con-
nected in the other direction as it would create a loop in the
dependency graph. LetN be the number of components
in the component network,C the set of components and
ci ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ N be the components. Let us assume a
fully connected component network where everyci is con-
nected with everycn ∈ C, i < n ≤ N . As the connections
always point from the components with lower index to ones
with higher index, there is no loop in this graph. It is easy
to see that the total number of connections is

N − 1
2

N

Now let us assume that the components are arranged into
a two-level hierarchy where the components are partitioned
into 0 < g ≤ N groups, each havingng = N

g components
(the components are distributed evenly among the groups).
Connections are made at two levels: inside the groups and
among the groups. This yields the total number of connec-
tions in this hierarchy as:

ng − 1
2

ngg +
g − 1

2
g =

N2

2g
− N

2
+

g2

2
− g

2

We would like to prove that

N − 1
2

N >
N2

2g
− N

2
+

g2

2
− g

2

This yieldsN2 > g2, g > 1 which is true if1 < g < N .
The number of connections is thus lower in this hierarchi-
cal arrangement for any non-trivial grouping (so that groups
consist of more than one component and there are more than
one groups).
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